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a b s t r a c t

Ceramics are key components of life, forming elaborate and diverse structures found in coccolith, shells,
skeletons, and teeth. In materials research, however, one generally finds ceramics difficult to process
because of their high hardness and melting points. How organisms effortlessly build stunning ceramic
architectures, in water and at mild temperature, remains a long-standing mystery to scientists. This study
discloses that biomineralization likely operates through a supervariate mechanism based on multi-ionic
solutions, a mechanism that enables convenient phase and kinetic regulation through stress control.
Specifically, from solutions of multiple ionic components, bioceramics with highly variable (supervariate)
compositions are first produced in a gelatinous state of exceptional stability, which offers convenience in
material storage, transportation, molding, and processing. Counter-intuitively, the supervariate wet gels
can be solidified by simply compacting them under a mild force, whereas the formulas (e.g. carbonates or
phosphates), hydration levels, and phases (amorphous or crystalline) of the resultant bioceramics can be
tailored. Furthermore, we propose that the biogenic amorphous minerals (e.g. amorphous calcium car-
bonate) are very likely stabilized by constricting their volume at the microscale, so that they are pro-
hibited from undergoing the prerequisite dehydration step (which requires extra volume) preceding
crystallization. The new biomineralization mechanism described here answers a pivotal question on
bioceramics of life.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The fabrication of ceramic devices generally entails firing com-
pacted powders at high temperatures above 1,000�C; such strin-
gent conditions for processing are needed because the brittle and
high-melting nature of ceramics makes it impractical to carve,
cast, or inject-mold them into desirable forms [1]. By contrast, over
the past half billion years, under ambient water-based conditions,
living systems have been producing ceramics to create elaborate
, jianlu@cityu.edu.hk (J. Lu),

Ltd. This is an open access article u
structures with versatile properties [2]. How does life pull off this
feat? For centuries, scientists have been striving for an answer.
Some progress aside, the mechanism of biomineralization remains
in many ways a puzzle, particularly regarding the initiation, the
crystallinity and phase control, and the retention of the transient
phases (e.g. amorphous calcite carbonate [ACC]) [3,4].

A key problem at the heart of biomineralization concerns
biogenic amorphous materials. Amorphous biominerals of various
structures and compositions are ubiquitously found in algae, bac-
teria, echinoderms, corals, mollusks, and vertebrates; as such they
are commonly hydrated, highly doped with impurities, and
spatially confined [3e10]. These amorphous systems are believed to
facilitate easy ion transportation and impurity accommodation and
to serve both as key structural components and as the hydrated
precursors of crystalline bioceramics [3,7e10]. However, amor-
phous ceramics of similar components (e.g. CaCO3) made in
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laboratories are generally unstable and prone to rapid spontaneous
crystallization, and their stabilization often entails low tempera-
ture, organic solvent, or other non-biocompatible conditions
[10e14]. The stability divide between the biogenic and synthetic
amorphous minerals has attracted much research, which generally
points to the roles of the incorporated water, impurities (particu-
larly Mg2þ in ACC or organic biomolecules), and spatial confine-
ments (commonly in vesicles or protein holders) in preserving the
transient biominerals [5,9e12,15e21]. The mechanistic un-
derpinnings of how life produces and regulates biominerals, how-
ever, remain largely unclear, especially in regard to the formation
and stabilization of the amorphous state (e.g. how does spatial
confinement lead to the stabilization?).

Here, we disclose a simple yet highly effective laboratory
approach to emulate natural biomineralization under mild aqueous
conditions. Our approach also provides answers to the key ques-
tions of precursor compositions, synthesis and molding, composi-
tion and property tuning, stabilization of the transient phases, and
consecutive building and mending. Key to this approach is the
mixing of multiple metal salts/ionic compounds to afford a
compositionally supervariate system.

To parallel the natural biological environment, the entire pro-
cedure here is carried out in water at room temperature, using
several types of salts widely found in organisms; although mild
force/compression may be applied, we have no need for any of the
following: heat, vacuum, organic solvents, CO2 gas, peptides,
macromolecules, etc. (Fig. 1). Notably, controlled biomineralization
can be accomplished through stress-regulated transformations of
the multicomponent (supervariate) systems: that is, a stable min-
eral gel is first formed from a multi-ionic solution (e.g. inside a
reservoir compartment); and then, under moderate pressures (e.g.
as squeezed through a membrane opening or in a vesicle), the gel
undergoes the needed transformations, such as dehydration, pu-
rification, solidification, and crystallization, to afford the desired
structures and propertiesdall in aqueous environments at room
temperature. The as-obtained mineral gel or solid can be further
pressed against other ceramic objects to trigger adhesion: this way,
ceramic structures can be mended or built stepwise.

Furthermore, life may also adopt the supervariate approach to
stabilize its transient amorphous ceramics, specifically, by incor-
porating hydration water and impurities in these ceramics [6,22].
We propose that hydrated amorphous bioceramics, for example,
Fig. 1. The procedure for synthesizing bioceramics: all steps are p

2

ACC, would need considerable volume expansion to accommodate
their dehydration, a prerequisite step before their crystallization.
Therefore, by trapping the transient amorphous ceramic in a
microcompartment, which strictly prohibits volume expansion,
spontaneous dehydration and subsequent crystallization can be
effectively suppressed: this explains why transient bioceramics
(e.g. ACC) are often found inside microcompartments, for example,
submicron vesicles in coccolithophores [9,19e21].

2. Experimental

The mixed precursor solutions (Table 1) were prepared by
mixing several aqueous solutions of the same volume (e.g. 50 mL).
The typical formulas of the different precursor systems studied in
this work are listed below.

� ‘X-sol-H2PO4�’: A solution of CaCl2$2H2O (0.6 M) and MgCl2
(0.4 M), a solution of Na2CO3 (1.5 M), and a solution of KH2PO4
(0.6 M) were mixed. Mineral gel was produced.

� ‘Y-sol-H2PO4�/Ac�’: A solution of CaCl2$2H2O (0.6 M) and
(CH4COO)2Mg (0.4 M), a solution of Na2CO3 (1.5 M), and a so-
lution of KH2PO4 (0.6 M) weremixed. Mineral gel was produced.

�‘Z-sol-HPO4
2�’: A solution of CaCl2$2H2O (0.6 M) and MgCl2

(0.4 M), a solution of Na2CO3 (1.5 M), and a solution of K2HPO4
(0.6 M) were mixed. Mineral gel was produced.

� ‘Ctrl-sol-CaCO3’: A solution of CaCl2 (0.8 M) was mixed with a
solution of Na2CO3 (0.8 M). Precipitation was immediately
generated.

� ‘Ctrl-sol-MgCaCO3’: A solution of CaCl2 (0.4 M) and MgCl2
(0.4 M) was mixed with a solution of Na2CO3 (1.6 M). Precipi-
tation was immediately generated.

� ‘Ctrl-sol-CaHPO4’: A solution of CaCl2 (0.4 M) was mixed with a
solution of K2HPO4 (0.6 M). Precipitation was quickly generated
with minutes.

� ‘Ctrl-sol-MgCaHPO4’: A solution of CaCl2 (0.4 M) and MgCl2
(0.4 M) was mixed with a solution of KNaHPO4 (0.6 M). Pre-
cipitation was quickly generated with minutes.

The wet mineral gel or precipitation was transferred into a
cylinder die assembly (typically with an inner diameter of 0.8 cm)
that is commonly used to prepare the solid samples for infrared
spectroscopy measurements and manually compressed into
ceramic tablets under a pressure (e.g. 20 MPa).
erformed at room temperature and in water as the solvent.



Table 1
Stability of gel and precipitate products from the supervariate solutions and the control solutions (samples stored at room temperature).

Name of precursor solution Ions Gel or precipitate produced after mixing

As-prepared 10 min 7 days

X-sol-H2PO4
� Ca2þ/Mg2þ/Naþ/Kþ/CO3

2�/Cl�/H2PO4
�

Y-sol-H2PO4
�/Ac� Ca2þ/Mg2þ/Naþ/Kþ/CO3

2�/Cl�/H2PO4
�/CH3COO�

Z-sol-HPO4
2� Ca2þ/Mg2þ/Naþ/Kþ/CO3

2�/Cl�/HPO4
2�

Ctrl-sol-CaCO3 Ca2þ/Naþ/CO3
2�/Cl�

Ctrl-sol-MgCaCO3 Ca2þ/Mg2þ/Naþ/CO3
2�/Cl�

Ctrl-sol-CaHPO4 Ca2þ/Naþ/Kþ/Cl�/HPO4
2�

Ctrl-sol-MgCaHPO4 Ca2þ/Mg2þ/Naþ/Kþ/Cl�/HPO4
2�

The arrow labels the liquid/air interface.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Bioceramic synthesis

First, the presence of multiple ionic species in the aqueous
precursor solutions proves essential for the initial formation of the
biominerals, particularly the highly disordered ones. In this study,
we chose calcium-based ceramics, the most abundant and inten-
sively studied biominerals, as an example. Uniform thick white gels
were produced by mixing multi-ionic (e.g. Ca2þ/Mg2þ/Naþ/Kþ/
CO3

2�/Cl�/H2PO4
�, denoted as ‘X-sol-H2PO4

�’) solutions (Table 1).
Remarkably, the novel supervariate gels thus obtained displayed
high stability at ambient conditions, maintaining their highly
disordered nature and homogeneous appearance without lamina-
tion or precipitation over days or weeks (Table 1, Fig. S1). Their
gelatinous state persisted over a wide range of water contents, for
example, after concentrated via high-speed centrifugation. By
contrast, the control products from the simpler precursor solutions
(consisting of Ca2þ/Naþ/CO3

2�/Cl� and denoted as ‘Ctrl-sol-CaCO3’,
3

Ca2þ/Mg2þ/Naþ/CO3
2�/Cl� as ‘Ctrl-sol-MgCaCO3’, Ca2þ/Naþ/Kþ/Cl�/

HPO4
2� as ‘Ctrl-sol-CaHPO4’, or Ca2þ/Mg2þ/Naþ/Kþ/Cl�/HPO4

2� as
‘Ctrl-sol-MgCaHPO4’) delaminated quickly (within minutes) upon
mixing and formed crystalline precipitates (Table 1, Figs. S2 and S3).
The highly stable supervariate mineral gels play an essential role in
the biomineralization mechanism: they facilitate storage, trans-
portation, and processing, serving as a highly versatile starting
point for mineralization.

Next, without washing or drying, the wet supervariate gel was
compressed; this affords solid objects of hydrated bioceramics,
whose composition and crystallization can be adjusted by the
compression procedure. For example, the crystallinity of the thus-
obtained ceramics spanned a wide range. More disordered calcite
was formed from ‘X-sol-H2PO4

�’ when the pressure increased from
2 to 100 MPa (Fig. 2a, S4 and S5), whereas CaHPO4 of higher crys-
tallinity was obtained from ‘Y-sol-H2PO4

�/Ac�’ (precursor solution
containing Ca2þ/Mg2þ/Naþ/Kþ/CO3

2�/Cl�/H2PO4
�/CH3COO�) using

higher stress (e.g., 20 MPa vs. 2 MPa; Fig. 2b). It is noteworthy that
fairly stabilized amorphous ceramic products can be accessed: for



Fig. 2. XRD patterns. (a) Gel, dry powder, and tablets obtained from ‘X-sol-H2PO4
�’: dry powder obtained by drying the gel in air at room temperature, and the tablets produced by

pressing the gel at different pressure (2, 20, 40, and 100 MPa) for 10 min. (b) Gel and tablets obtained from ‘Y-sol-H2PO4
�/Ac�’: the tablets pressed for 10 min at 2 and 20 MPa. (c and

d) Tablets obtained from ‘Z-sol-HPO4
2-’ compressed at 2, 20, and 200 MPa: time-dependent stability of the tablets that were fabricated by compressing the gel for 10 min and then

stored in water (measured at 10 min, 2 days and 4 days after compression) (c), and the impact of compression duration (pressed for 10, 30, or 60 min) (d). The chemical formula of
the reference shown in panels C and D is (Ca3$892Na0$087Mg0.021) (Ca5$619Na0$126Mg0.029) (PO4)5.5 (JCPDS card 01-089-6444).

Fig. 3. Elemental contents of the tablet and the corresponding extruded liquid ob-
�
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example, when stored in water at room temperature, the product
from compressing ‘Z-sol-HPO4

2-’ (the precursor solution containing
Ca2þ/Mg2þ/Naþ/Kþ/CO3

2�/Cl�/HPO4
2�) can stay amorphous for at

least 4 days (Fig. 2c). The stability of these amorphous tablets can be
ascribed to their high level of impurities, in good agreement with
the reported stabilizing effect of impurities [9,15e17]. Interestingly,
the compression duration also affects crystallinity. For example, for
ceramics obtained from ‘Z-sol-HPO4

2�’, a longer compression time
enhances the crystallinity of the resultant tablet (Fig. 2d), pointing
to the flexibility accorded to organisms in fine-tuning the solid-
state structures, for example, to effect further crystallization by
additional compression treatment. Moreover, the compression
parameters affect many other properties of the compacted ce-
ramics, including composition (Tables S1 and S3), hydration level
(Fig. S6), salt (e.g. Naþ/Kþ/Cl�) retention percentage (Fig. 3,
Table S1), and the postcompression structural evolution in water
environment (Fig. 2c). For instance, ‘purification’ was realized on
the squeezed tablet, displaying largely reduced contents of Na, K,
and Cl, much lower than those in the liquid repelled from
compression (Fig. 3, Table S1). The fact that the excess ion species in
the supervariate gels are able to be retained in the ‘squeezed-out’
liquid indicates their recyclability back into the precursor solutions.

For comparison, the specimens constructed from the control
solutions (e.g., ‘Ctrl-sol-CaCO3’ or ‘Ctrl-sol-MgCaCO3’) displayed
4

little adjustability of crystallinitydcrystalline precipitations were
quickly generated, and no noticeable structural changewas induced
by compacting under various pressures (2e200 MPa as tested here;
Figs. S2 and S7). Therefore, the supervariate aqueous gels serve as a
precursor with richly variable chemical and structural possibilities,
from which new phases of desirable compositions and
tained from "X-sol-H2PO4 ", pressed at 20 MPa for 10 min.
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crystallinities can be conveniently generated by subsequent
compression. It is intriguing that small adjustments in the content
of the supervariate precursor solution (Table 1), together with the
variable compaction procedure, can give rise to a wide spectrum of
bioceramics with tunable properties. For instance, complex ceramic
structures of tailored anisotropic properties can be readily pro-
duced by continuously modulating the compression parameters
used for processing the gels: it is likely by this approach that sea
urchin teeth obtain their elaborate ceramic microstructures with
programmed fracture layers to regularly cleave and to expose new
blades for achieving the self-sharpening function [23].

The pressure-induced biomineralization mechanism proposed
here offers an answer to how ceramics, amorphous or crystalline,
are elaborately entwined in organisms. We now present a simple
‘gluing’ test on the supervariate ceramics to illustrate how life so
deftly builds and mends complex ceramic structures; the test
consists in mildly pressing (e.g. 20 MPa) for 3 min a mineral gel or a
wet solid against a preformed amorphous or crystalline ceramic
substrate, which effectively seals the pieces together (Fig. S8). The
effective binding as enabled by the supervariate systems is suited
for building complex multileveled ceramic architectures in the
aqueous environment of life (similar to three-dimensional print-
ing): these include the calcium carbonateebased superstructures
that feature the curious chiral switching phenomenon [24] (for
chiral bioceramics, one way for the organism is to assemble/glue
the tiny ceramic pixels into chiral patterns or have chirality induced
in the gel-squeezing process, e.g., by twisting the gels either
clockwise or counterclockwise). In the laboratory or industry
setting, the strong gluing effect found here also offers a new
method to manufacture and repair ceramics under mild conditions,
a method that can be operated in water.

Notably, transparent bioceramic tablets can be conveniently
obtained by compressing the supervariate gel (e.g. pressing the gel
from ‘Z-sol-HPO4

2-’ at 20 MPa for 30 min) at room temperature
(Fig. S9). When examined under the polarized light microscope
(Fig. S10), the fabricated transparent bioceramic exhibited vivid
color change in response to the different rotation angles of the
polarizer, revealing their birefringent nature similar to the mineral
crystals of calcite. These interesting optical behaviors observed on
the supervariate ceramics indicate their multifaceted applications
in the biological settings and offer hints on how organism achieves
the desired optical performance through bioceramics, e.g., lens or
coccolith.

Indentation tests of the ceramic tablets revealed highly tunable
mechanical properties (Fig. S11, Table S5), highlighting the versa-
tility of bioceramics as structural materials (e.g. as in sea urchin
teeth and spines and rodent teeth [7e9,17,18,23]). Hardness and
reduced modulus as high as 1.0 Ga and 25 GPa, respectively, were
achieved on the compression-produced solids, comparable to the
values previously reported on bulk CaCO3 specimens, for example,
those fabricated by the cold-sintering method [25,26]. Recently,
dense and strong CaCO3 disks were fabricated by cold-sintering
crystalline CaCO3 nanoparticles in the presence of some (e.g.
20 vol%) of salt (e.g. NaCl) solution (i.e. pressing in a die) [26]. The
cold-sintering involvedwashing and heat-drying for obtaining pure
and dry crystalline nanoparticles as the starting materials and
ascribed the densification effect to the small particle size and the
dissolutioneprecipitation mechanism [25,26]. By contrast, the
supervariate biomineralization approach here simply solidifies
inorganic aqueous gels in one-step compression and offers many
advantages: it requires only simple salt precursors, little energy
5

input, and mild conditions; it is also easy to handle, offers tunable
material properties, and cycles the excess salt ions back into the
precursor solutions.

The proposed stress-regulated supervariate mechanism of
biomineralization is consistent with the reported observations
on bioceramics in different species [2,19]. In particular, it ex-
plains why a variety of ions are often spotted in the precursor
solutions of bioceramics [19]. For example, a reservoir
compartment hosting a large disordered ‘Ca-rich body’ that
contained a variety of elements (Ca, Na, Mg, K, P, C, and O)
was observed in the coccolithophores cells [19]. This Ca-rich
body was regarded a precursor phase of coccolith calcite,
with its host compartment seen in contact with the coccolith
vesicle-reticular body system, where, at the contact border,
small coccolith particles (~200 nm big) were observed [19].
More revealingly, the composition of the coccolith particles
was significantly different from the Ca-rich body, displaying a
‘purification’ effect on exiting the reservoir compartment [19].
These observations fit nicely with our proposal here: a gelat-
inous precursor (disordered ‘Ca-rich body’ containing various
elements) is first produced from a multi-ionic solution in the
reservoir compartment and then exits into an adjacent vessel
(‘coccolith vesicle’) possibly through a channel at the
compartment membrane or by pinching off part of the
compartment membrane. On exiting the compartment mem-
brane, the gel can be squeezed to trigger purification or so-
lidification. As a result, tiny ceramic entities of the desired
compositions and phases (e.g. gelatinous or amorphous) are
generated, accompanied with the extra ions in the gelatinous
precursor extruded and returned into the reservoir solution.
The as-formed tiny particles are then shipped in miniscule
vessels to where they are to be pressed and fused into the
biomineral architectures: this is consistent with the observa-
tion that the biogenic ceramics in different animals display a
distinctive nanogranular texture, which indicates that they are
built from nanoparticle constituents [2]. Moreover, the stress-
triggered ‘purification’ (Fig. 3) and ‘gluing’ effects (Fig. S8)
reported in this work may explain how an amorphous layer
with a high level of impurities is formed at the surface of
crystalline biomaterials [2,7]. For instance, crystalline ceramics
can be produced by compressing the gelatinous precursors,
whereas the ‘impurities’ extruded in this process would
remain on the crystal surface, forming a thin amorphous layer
of different composition. It is also possible that the amor-
phous/crystalline composite structure is constructed by
continuously squeezing the gelatinous precursor with a varying
pressure to consecutively deposit crystalline and amorphous
minerals as needed.

Notice that a small force will suffice to realize the stress level
required in the compression treatment, for example, with the
supervariate gel being squeezed through a 5 nm-wide nozzle, a
mere 0.04 nN (~4 ng) would mount a whopping pressure of 2 MPa
(see Table S4 and more discussion in Supplementary information).
As another example, as 10 m of water height already equals about
0.1 MPa, marine creatures can use the environmental water pres-
sure for processing the biominerals. It should be clarified that the
synthesis experiments performed in this study is at large scale (e.g.
100 ml solutions and centimeter-big tablets) and much simplified
(e.g. only pressure and duration studied during compression),
which are no comparison to the level of complexity and precision
that life operates with at the micro- and nano-scales. Furthermore,
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for different types of biomineral, life may use other means to
facilitate its biomineralization process at lowered stress level, for
example, by manipulating the ionic strengths, osmotic pressures,
additives, strain rates, electric fields, or magnetic fields.
3.2. Bioceramic stabilization

We now offer a new perspective on how organisms stabilize
(otherwise transient) amorphous biominerals, with focus on
undoped systems. We will use the ACC, a widely studied bio-
mineral, as an example. Biogenic ACC commonly possesses one H2O
per CaCO3 unit (CaCO3$H2O) [6,22]. Among the several different
phases of calcium carbonate, ACC is the most unstable one, which
quickly undergoes spontaneous crystallization in solution or air
under ambient conditions [6,27]. However, ACC is commonly
observed in a wide range of species, whereas its stabilization
mechanism remains unclear. Besides being hydrated, ACCs in
various biological systems are often reported to be highly doped
with impurities (e.g. Mg2þ) [12,15e17], whereas spatial confine-
ment appears to be necessary for stabilizing its presence [9,19].

The stabilization of ACC is crucially related to the volume change
during the dehydration and crystallization process. The densities
and molar volumes (Vm) of the different phases of CaCO3 are listed
in Table 2 (literature values and simulation result) [22,28e30]. In
accord with amorphous materials being generally less dense than
their crystalline counterparts, ACC has a lower density than the
anhydrous crystalline CaCO3 per se. However, in estimating the Vm

change in transitioning from ACC (CaCO3$H2O) into CaCO3 (and
H2O), one has to take into account the volume of the H2O released.

As previously reported, to initiate crystallization, ACC has to first
undergo dehydration [11,12,18]. Although the exact value of Vm of
the dehydrated ACC (D-ACC) is unknown, we can estimate the
volume change associated with this dehydration process. Notably,
D-ACC as an amorphous phase may possess a Vm larger than
anhydrous calcite or vaterite (calcite is the thermodynamically
most stable phase of CaCO3, whereas vaterite was reported to serve
as an intermediate phase before transforming into calcite) [13].
From Table 2, ACC (CaCO3$H2O) has a Vm of 54.13 cm3/mol, and the
Vmwill change to 57.22 or 56.31 cm3/mol when turned into vaterite
or calcite (1CaCO3 þ 1H2O), corresponding to 5.71% or 4.03%
augmentation, respectively [12]. As to volume expansion upon
dehydration, the total volume of 1 mol D-ACC plus 1 mol H2O may
be larger than 57.22 cm3/mol, indicating a volumetric enlargement
greater than 5.71% may be needed for ACC to first undergo dehy-
dration (Fig. 4a).

Furthermore, before dehydration can take place, ACC needs to
undergo structural reorganization to make room for the hydrated
water to migrate out of the disordered matrix. This intermediate
state of ‘loosened ACC’ (CaCO3$H2O) puts up a molar volume (Vm)
considerably greater than that of the ACC precursor (Fig. 4a),
probably even greater than the total volume of D-ACC and released
water (1CaCO3 þ 1H2O). This loosened intermediate state, with its
Table 2
Densities and molar volumes (Vm) of CaCO3 materials. Density values are from Refs. [22,

Phase Density (g/cm3)

ACC (CaCO3$H2O) 2.18 [22,28]
Glassy anhydrous ACC (CaCO3) 2.73b

Vaterite (CaCO3) 2.55 [29,30]
Calcite (CaCO3) 2.61 [29,30]
Aragonite (CaCO3) 2.84 [29,30]

a Vm (cm3/mol) of (1CaCO3þ1H2O) ¼ Vm (CaCO3) þ Vm (H2O) ¼ Vm (CaCO3) þ 18 cm3/
b Value from simulation result (see Supporting Information).
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large Vm, sets a high volumetric ‘barrier’ to prevent ACC from un-
dergoing dehydration and the subsequent crystallization.

Therefore, the dehydration and subsequent crystallization of
ACC can be effectively suppressed by confining it in a micro-
compartment, for example, vesicles or protein holders (the formers
probably more suited for temporary packaging and shipping, and
the latter for long-term storage) [5,19e21]. This also explains why
ions (e.g. Mg2þ and PO4

3�) of high concentrations (e.g. 10e20 mol.%)
were observed in the ACC vesicles and why the ACC protein holders
were found to be hydrophobic [5,20,21]: the high salt concentration
can exert an osmotic pressure to draw water molecules inside and
to impose a compressive pressure on the entrapped ACC; the hy-
drophobic shelters prohibit the undesiredwater leakage that would
otherwise free up space to trigger dehydration transformation. We
are aware that biogenic ACCs from different origins can have
slightly different atomic arrangements [6,31], and their densities
may slightly vary, but this does not affect the basic idea and
conclusion discussed above, that is, ACCs can be stabilized by
microcompartments that restrict volume expansion and thereby
inhibit dehydration and the subsequent crystallization.

For further verification, numerical modeling was performed to
investigate the volume change after dehydration. The simulation
results revealed that, after dehydration, Vm of the ACC material
produced by quenching would increase by 12%, from 45.60 cm3 to
54.65 cm3 (36.65 þ 18.00 cm3; Figs. S12 and S13), which is in good
agreement with our estimation mentioned previously. It should be
pointed out that current simulation methods generally model
amorphous materials by first heating a material over its melting
point and then rapidly cooling down the system to low tempera-
ture. Amorphous materials thus simulated are essentially at the
glassy state featuring a densely packed structure. So is the anhy-
drous ACC (anhy-ACC) modeled in the literature and the present
study, that is, it is glassy anhy-ACC (glassy-anhy-ACC) [32].

Interestingly, according to our simulation, the glassy-anhy-
ACC possessed a density of 2.729 g/cm3 (Fig. S12), which is
significantly higher than calcite and vaterite (Table 2). From this
observation, volume expansion would be needed for glassy-
anhy-ACC to undergo crystallization (Fig. 4b), suggesting that
anhydrous amorphous bioceramics of compact structure may
also be stabilized by spatial confinement. Note that anhydrous
amorphous bioceramics, although less commonly reported than
the hydrated ones, are found in the organisms as building com-
ponents of biomineral structures, probably for their useful me-
chanical properties or as precursors [8,17,18,23]. However,
anhydrous amorphous bioceramics, for example, anhydrous ACC,
are known to rapidly crystallize, particularly when in contact
with water [5e8,17,18,23], whereas their stabilization mechanism
is largely unknown. Our simulation results suggest that the or-
ganisms may use the same volume suppression strategy to sta-
bilize their anhydrous amorphous biominerals in aqueous
environments, for example, by first constructing their anhydrous
amorphous biominerals in compact states and then suppressing
their crystallization through confinement. It is likely that the
28e30] and our simulation result.

Vm (cm3/mol) Vm (cm3/mol) of (1CaCO3 þ 1H2O)a

54.13 54.13
36.64 54.64
39.22 57.22
38.31 56.31
35.21 53.21

mol.



Fig. 4. Variance of molar volume (Vm) during the transformation of (a) hydrated amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) (CaCO3$H2O) and (b) glassy anhydrous amorphous calcium
carbonate (glassy-anhy-ACC) (CaCO3).
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biogenic anhy-ACC found in the biomineral structures exists in a
glassy state [8,17,18,23].

Biogenic ACC is commonly found to contain a high level of im-
purities, for example, with Mg2þ replacing Ca2þ. Previous research
has shown that Mg2þ is able to stabilize hydrated ACC, rendering
tighter association with the structural water and a higher energy
barrier for dehydration [33,34]. Furthermore, Mg-doped ACC (Mg-
ACC) possesses anMgeO bond length considerably shorter than the
counterpart in the crystalline anhydrous MgCO3 (even more so
when compared with the CaeO bond in ACC) [16]. The presence of
Mg2þ thus results inmore compact structures of ACC with a smaller
Vm. On the other hand, on crystallization, strictly periodic struc-
tures with exact lattice parameters will be imposed over Mg-ACC.
Therefore, compared with the pristine ACC, Mg-doping would
lead to a larger increase in Vm upon crystallization (e.g. 1 mol Mg-
ACC transforms into 1 mol Mg-doped calcite and 1 mol water),
namely, Mg-ACC is more difficult to crystallize in a confined
environment.

It is very likely that organisms achieve precise control over the
hydration state and crystallinity of the confined ACC by adjusting
the inner pressure and chemical environment, for example, by
actively transporting ions inwards or outwards to fine tune the
osmotic pressure [35]. This hypothesis may resolve another puzzle
of the biogenic calcium carbonate: although calcite is thermody-
namically most stable, Mg-calcite has been observed as a preceding
phase of aragonite, which is a less stable phase of CaCO3 of a higher
density [36,37]. This is probablymade feasible by first allowingMg-
ACC to turn into Mg-calcite inside the vesicle, followed by
squeezing/squirting Mg-calcite to induce its conversion into the
denser aragonite. Hence, the crystalline product (calcite, aragonite,
or vaterite) from the ACC precursor can be specifically targeted by
fine-tuning the pressure and chemical environment inside a vesicle
[8].

It is hard not to marvel at the living organism's clever approach
of compartmentation: that is., to distribute the otherwise unstable
precursors in many discrete miniscule packets (typically at the
submicron or even smaller scales). First, it improves spatial reso-
lution in the resultant mineral architectures by using smaller
building block precursors.

Second, small vesicles are harder to break. A bulk material, with
its greater volume and mass, weighs heavily on the thin membrane
and exerts strong, rupturing pressure; a tiny glob, by contrast, has a
greater surface-to-volume ratio and therefore exerts less pressure
on the confining membrane. Meanwhile, within the miniscule
vesicle, the confined material can be more uniformly impacted by
stress/pressure from the membrane and more heavily pressed
under a small force and therefore more sensitively regulated by
external force.

More importantly, the small compartment also helps to sup-
press dehydration/crystallization in the amorphous mineral
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precursors. As mentioned previously, the dehydration/crystalliza-
tion is accompanied by an increase in the total volume (i.e. of the
crystallites and the water set loose). An individual dehydration/
nucleation event generally involves atomic rearrangement over a
tiny, submicron scale [18]. For the bulky compartments, the
attendant volume change of an individual dehydration/nucleation
is negligible and therefore easily accommodated to allow the
crystallization to proceed (not surprisingly, ACC confined in large
vesiclesde.g., tens of microns in diameterdhas been observed to
quickly undergo crystallization [14], whereas ACC nanoparticles
contained in submicron-sized liposomes appeared to be more
stable against crystallization [38,39]). Relative to the micro-
container, however, such volume expansionwould be too drastic to
be accommodated: as a result, the dehydration is inhibited, and the
amorphous phase stabilized. Again, this is consistent with the fact
that the biogenic ceramics in different species are observed to
feature a distinctive nanogranular texture, which indicates that
they are built from nanoparticle constituents [2].

Also, the miniscule vesicles are more rigid, and they can
potentially apply not only compressive but also tensile (or shear)
stress on the enclosed material. For example, the tensile stress
could be exerted by actively pumping ions out (so that water will be
driven outwards), while the shear stress by selectively turning on/
off the transmembrane channels or transporters at different loca-
tions at the vesicle membrane [40e42]. Indeed, previous research
indicated that the stiffness and curvature of membranes can be
increased by adjusting the compositions, for example, regarding
cholesterol, proteins, and lipids [40e42], supporting the proposed
mechanism for achieving a broad-ranging (both compressive and
negative) pressure inside a rigid vesicle.

In short, the volume analysis paradigm helps clear the mys-
tery surrounding how the stabilization of ACC is affected through
hydration and impurities. Besides ACC, this expansion-
suppressed stabilization mechanism is likely applicable to
other mineral systems. In fact, various types of bioceramics, such
as calcium (ortho)phosphates (ACP) [43], iron oxides [44], and
iron sulfide [45], have been observed to be formed from tran-
sient amorphous precursors often in hydrated state, doped with
impurities, and enclosed in microcompartments [46]. The vol-
ume suppression stabilization mechanism is counter intuitive
because amorphous materials are normally expected to shrink in
crystallization (and therefore crystallization would, at first
glance, seem to be favored by volume suppression). Instead,
natural amorphous biominerals again adopt the supervariate
approach that uses hydration water and impurities to counter
this conventional wisdom for easy structural and kinetic regu-
lation under mild aqueous conditions.

The volume suppression strategy that organisms use to preserve
the transient mineral precursors in microcompartments is power-
ful: (1) it requires no additional biomolecules or chaperons that
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would entail the separation or recycling hassles afterwards; (2) it
produces nearly no waste and consumes little energy once the
pressure equilibrates; (3) it affords high flexibility for further
modifications of the payload materials in the carriers and allows
plenty of time for delivering the as-formed precursors to the target
locations where they are to be fused and attached for building
biomineral architectures.

4. Conclusion

This study on supervariate (compositionally highly variable)
ceramics sheds light on the mystery surrounding biomineraliza-
tion. Moreover, by confining biogenic amorphous precursors at the
microscale, the supervariate approach easily controls their kinetics
and stability. From multi-ionic aqueous solutions, supervariate gels
are first produced and then pressed into various solid states. This
stress-induced mineralization process is particularly suited for
precisely constructing bioceramic architectures of complex phase/
property profiles under mild aqueous conditions. Such a simple yet
efficacious approachdsimply by mixing and compressing common
salts in waterdonce again attests to the admirable design of
Mother Nature. A new route is now open for easily accessing wide-
ranging ceramics of technological importance, for example, bio-
ceramic three-dimensional printing and underwater mineral glues.
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